
Cenozoic Evolution and Humans

The age of mammals.

What changes can we expect?



Coelemate
Phylogeny

(Stanley, 1999)

Coelemates are organisms with
a body cavity to process food.



Early Mammal:  Jurassic

plascolotherium, branch from Therapsids

Drawing by 
Jack Conrad (1998)



Purgatorius: Survivor of K-T Crisis

Hypothetical restoration of the Early Paleocene
Purgatorius, one of the earliest known
primate-like mammals. From Coe (1988) on
http//:www.paleocene-mammals.de/primates.htm 
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What does
Cenozoic 
Climate do?



Cenozoic Evolutionary Patterns

Plants:  Climate cooled and grasslands developed

Mammals:  Grazing mammals proliferate with new 
types of teeth.  Legs and feet evolve for running
to escape predators.

Trace lineages by skeletons and teeth.  Indicates that snakes
came from lizards and whales from walking ancestor



Classification of Humans

Kingdom:  Animalia
  Phylum:  Chordata
    Class:  Mammalia
      Order:  Primates (sub-order Anthropoidea includes

superfamily Hominoidea)
        Family:  Hominidae (related families include those

containing apes ands gibbons, common
ancestor lived about 20 my ago)

          Genus:  Homo (larger brain, smaller teeth, tools)
            Species:  Homo sapiens



Characteristics

Mammals:
mammary glands
hair
better hearing
secondary palate
Lineage:  reptiles --> therapsids --> mammals in Triassic

better teeth, jaws, legs under body
Primates:

hands have 5 digits with opposable thumb
larger brain
teeth for flesh or grain
eyes have binocular vision without head movement



Carpolestes:
An early primate

Restoration of the Latest Paleocene 
Carpolestes simpsoni, firmly grasping
a branch with hands and feet. 
Credits D. M. Boyer on 
http//:www.paleocene-mammals.de/primates.htm



Hominid Time line

Lucy www.wsu.edu/8001/vwsu/gened/learn_modules
     /top_longfor/overview

Pliocene Pleistocene

Holocene



Key events in Hominoidea history

• Hominoidea evolved in Africa about 20 my ago

• Spread to Eurasia about 15 my when Africa
collided with it.

• Hominids appear about 5 my ago in Africa.

• Australopithecus is early Hominid, walked and
climbed trees (3’ tall).  (Lucy!!)



Two versions of phylogeny

www.wsu.edu/8001/vwsu/gened/learn_modules
     /top_longfor/overview



New Yorker
How did we get to 
modern man?



Radiation from common ancestor

Based on DNA www.wsu.edu/8001/vwsu/gened/learn_modules
     /top_longfor/overview



Parallel evolution theory

www.wsu.edu/8001/vwsu/gened/learn_modules
     /top_longfor/overview



724 Ice cover 20 ka

Humans enter 
the Americas

oldest NA sites are 
13,500 years old



Some Interesting Questions
Did Homo sapiens (Cro-Magnon man) kill off Neanderthalus 

in Europe? (they co-existed for 3000 years, about 30 ky ago)

When Homo sapiens arrived in the Americas, why did many
large mammals disappear? (Overkill hypothesis)

Many branches on the tree of life have disappeared.  What will 
happen to Homo sapiens? (evolved only 50 ky ago)

What have we learned about predicting the future, and how will
humans influence it? (is our intelligence useful?)

How have geologic events been recorded in history? 
(Atlantis and the Great Flood, for example)


